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Cincinnati offers world-class assets in arts and
culture, amusements, hospitality, sports, and
recreation.
Cincinnati was named the best place to live in
Ohio for the fourth year in a row.



After its founding, Cincinnati
experienced spectacular growth. By
1820, citizens, extremely proud of their
city, were referring to it as The Queen
City or Queen of the West.

The Queen city



The Queen City

This building is located in downtown
Cincinnati. It is the tallest building in all
of Cincinnati and is also the greenest
downtown building.
The structure on top of the building
symbolizes a crown because this is The
Queen City and was inspired by Princess
Diana's Crown.

THE GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE
GROUP BUILDING



Cincinnati
Sports



Cincinnati
reds

Play downtown at Great
American Ballpark
The Reds were the first
professional baseball team
dating all the way back to
1869 when they were the
Cincinnati Red Stockings.
Cincinnati 



Bengals
Play downtown at Paul
Brown Stadium
Were the 2021 American
Football Conference
Champions



Cincinnati 
Cyclones

The Cyclones are a
minor league hockey
team
Play downtown at
Heritage Bank Arena



FC Cincinnati
Major League Soccer
club based in
Cincinnati, Ohio
Play downtown at TQL
Stadium



The banks
Three of the four
stadiums just mentioned
are located in an area
referred to as The Banks.
This area also has lots of
restaurants, great night
life, Smale Park. 



Cincinnati
food

Skyline is arguably the most
famous Cincinnati food. This
take on chili has a unique
flavor from cinnamon and
chocolate that is in the recipe
Graeter's is another Cincinnati
fan favorite. They can be
found all over the city and are
known for their large chunks of
chocolate chips in most of
their flavors.



Places
to visit



Cincinnati Zoo
The Cincinnati Zoo is often ranked as
one of the Top 10 zoos in the country.
Within walking distance of campus.
Zoo lights exhibit is very popular in the
winter months.
Fiona, the famous hippo was nursed
back to health after being born six
weeks premature and only weighing 29
pounds.



Both indoor and outdoor shops
and restaurants. Lots of local
businesses to check out! 

Findlay market



Fountain
square
Features many shops,
restaurants, hotels, and
offices. Lots of summer
concerts, winter ice-
skating, and salsa on the
square are held here!



Newport
aquarium

Newport is only about a 10-15
minute drive from campus and
has a top-ranked aquarium
There is a shark tunnel and a
shark walk among many other
features 



Questions?






